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Analyzing Your Network from the Cloud 
15 April 2016 

We recently met with startup Nyansa, which is tackling the pressing issue of network performance monitoring and 
analytics. The company was founded in 2013 by alumni of MIT, Meraki, Aruba, and Google, has racked up over 20 early 
customers, and is now bringing its solution to the general market. This Analyst Insight takes a look at why the network 
performance and analytics segment is worth paying attention to and how Nyansa approaches it. 

WHY PERFORMANCE MATTERS 

Organizations of all types have come to rely on information and communication technology (ICT) for their day-to-day 
operations, and when these systems are not available, business as usual stops: customers can no longer place orders, 
and employees can’t do their jobs. When downtime strikes, organizations suffer real economic damages from emergency 
repair costs to revenue losses to plunging employee productivity. 

Our January 2016 study The Cost of Server, Application, and Network Downtime determined that the cost of ICT 
downtime is substantial, from $1M per year for a typical mid-size company to over $60M for a large enterprise. In 
aggregate, downtime is costing North American organizations $700B per year. Network interruptions are the biggest 
culprit of downtime and have far-reaching consequences: applications, servers, and devices may all be working fine, 
but they can’t communicate with each other when the network is down, and all activity reliant on access to applications 
stops. 

IMPROVING PERFORMANCE WITH BETTER MONITORING AND ANALYTICS 

Most enterprises are acutely aware that their ICT infrastructure is mission critical, and they are taking steps to improve 
reliability and performance. The list of techniques is broad, from upgrading equipment and adding redundancy to back-up 
processes that don’t rely on ICT systems, like manual order-taking. But our research shows that the #1 method by far, 
used by 2 out of 3 network managers, is to improve monitoring capabilities. 

Monitoring achieves 2 things: it provides ongoing information about the network and alerts to potential problems. 
Oftentimes network managers are unaware that something’s gone wrong, and they won’t find out about it until user 
complaints start pouring in. Because every minute of downtime carries significant costs, the sooner network issues can 
be identified, the faster they can be solved and economic damages avoided. Secondly, monitoring combined with 
analytics tools provide IT managers with the data necessary to troubleshoot and understand the root causes of 
degradations and outages and take appropriate action. For example, is a “slow network” the result of poor WiFi 
performance, congestion on the WAN link, or an overloaded DHCP server? 
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NYANSA’S APPROACH 

Nyansa is taking a cloud-based approach to monitoring and is now bringing its Voyance service to the broader market, 
offered in typical cloud service fashion as a subscription and priced by number of users or nodes and length of the term 
(1/3/5 years). The monitoring dashboard and analytics engine live in Nyansa’s cloud infrastructure and are fed data by 
“crawlers” that reside on the enterprise premises. The crawlers can be loaded onto existing hypervisor infrastructure or 
can be deployed as an appliance and intercept all network traffic via a switch’s SPAN port, as well as take in data from 
WiFi controllers. The crawlers process all the received traffic and data and send low bit-rate summaries of key metrics 
securely to the cloud, where the data is processed further. Voyance collects data on network services (e.g., DHCP, DNS, 
Radius), protocols (e.g., HTTP, TCP, SIP), devices (e.g., type, vendor, OS, user), WLAN (e.g., APs, RF, SSIDs, clients), 
and more. This information allows Voyance to put together a detailed look at what is occurring on the network, e.g., the 
users, applications, devices, etc. used. Voyance also collects performance statistics, such as server response times, 
jitter, packet loss, MOS, and more. The dashboard provides users with an intuitive overview of their network, with green 
checkmarks indicating properly working systems and red crosses alerting users to problems. From here, one can quickly 
drill down to specifics, such as affected locations, users, equipment, etc. Voyance also provides recommendations on 
possible remediation. 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of Voyance is the ability to benchmark and compare one’s network performance to 
that of other companies. It’s not always obvious if a certain performance level is adequate or not, and by aggregating the 
experience of all its customers, Voyance can establish performance benchmarks and allow network managers to make 
comparisons between their observed metrics and the benchmark. For now, these are limited to either all other Voyance 
customers or the education vertical, but as the Voyance customer base grows and spreads to other verticals, Nyansa will 
be able to provide tailored performance benchmarks. 

Another aspect of Voyance is its ability to learn from the collective experiences of its customers by analyzing and 
correlating metrics and events and make recommendations or publishing advisories. For example, if a software upgrade 
correlates with worse network performance, Voyance will publish an advisory to alert clients about potential issues so that 
they can hold off on making the upgrade until a fix has been found. The best way to lower downtime is to avert it 
altogether. Conversely, Voyance looks at what characteristics contribute to high performance and uses that as a basis for 
recommending appropriate upgrades. 

BOTTOM LINE 

As companies expand their networks and the range of mission-critical applications running over them, network 
performance is bound to get more attention in the years ahead. Enterprises use a wide range of tools from features 
available on their networking equipment to dedicated monitoring tools with varying capabilities, from basic metrics to 
alerting to proactive identification of problems. Cloud-based monitoring tools coupled with analytics offer enterprises a 
new way to measure their network’s performance and improve it by tapping into the knowledge gained across a wide 
range of network deployments. They are also in-line with the overall move toward cloud services, driven by requirements 
for greater flexibility and speed. 

As always, I welcome your feedback. 
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